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The basics: Black / Black, 57k miles, nicely optioned, clean title, clean carfax, ready to
enjoy. Car was enjoyed as a driver and also saw some track use (but not abused).
Picture of build sheet attached and Carfax attached.

Car looks great. Has minor scratches and marks that comes with 57k miles of
enjoyment. The is ppf on the front bumper, halfway up the bonnet and fenders and also
on the mirrors. The roof has some indents that appear to have been someone leaning in
with their elbows, nothing major and if I didn’t show them to you it would take a while to
even notice but they are there and I want to disclose that. I tried to get a pic of it.

Interior is very nice. I got it with the Recaro pole positions that are in it. I don’t have the
original seats. I considered sourcing a pair of seats but unless they have red stitching I
think they would look weird. Lots of red stitching everywhere. Aftermarket radio. Very
nice roll bar with red harnesses. The fat grip sport steering wheel is great

Engine runs strong. Coolant lines have been welded, diff has been rebuilt and a bunch of
other things. At 51k miles it had the engine pulled and lines welded, water pump,
thermostat, bunch of hoses, 6 coils/plugs, belt, tensioners/pulleys and some other misc
things. At 56k miles it had the diff rebuilt, clutch, rear main seal, mass air sensor. It had
all fluids changed in February of this year but I can’t find the receipt. It did have a stage 2
over rev at 319 hours and now is at 2153 hours as of last report on hand. I've put some
hours on it so I will get a new one posted but I don’t think I have hit the limiter since I’ve
been driving it.

Transmission shifts very well with no issues.

Car in general drives spectacular and I can’t think of anything it needs from go. Just
needs a new owner to put some miles on her

Car is located in Dania Beach, FL and personal inspections are encouraged
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